
TALE Training Activities for Legal Experts 
on Children’s Rights

The aim of the TALE project is to create materials that can be used to train practitioners so that they can 
make each stage of the justice process easier for children and young people to understand and cope with.  
We think that the best way of doing this is to involve children and young people in helping us create these 
materials. 

TALE is an exciting new project that involves 
children and young people teaching legal 
practitioners to make the justice process more 
child-friendly. 

Children and young people often find these 
situations confusing and frightening. Some lawyers 
are very good at making this process easy for 
them to understand and participate in, but many 
lawyers need further training on how to do this 
better. 

A child who has been harmed by a parent and who 
may have to go into care

Information about the TALE project.

What is a justice process?

By ‘justice process’ we mean children’s experiences of being interviewed and advised by lawyers, going to 
court and being given a decision that affects lives.

Here are some examples:

An immigrant child seeking asylum or a permanent 
right to live in this country

A young person who is in trouble with the police 
and who has to go to court

A child whose parents are divorcing and who are 
fighting over which parent the child should live with

What will the project do?

One of the ways we will do this is by putting 
together a reference group of 10 children and 
young people. 

We will work with the reference group to find 
out what things, in their experience, lawyers need 
training on so that they can improve the way they 
advise and represent other young people.



Who are the project team?
Investing in Children (IiC) are working on the project with the European Children’s Rights Unit 
(ECRU) which is a research unit based in the School of Law and Social Justice, University of Liverpool. 
We are the UK part of a much bigger European project led by Save the Children in Italy and funded by 
the European Commission. 

Individual members of the project team are: Liam Cairns (Director, Investing in Children); Helen 
Stalford (Director, ECRU); Aoife Daly (Deputy Director ECRU); Sarah Woodhouse (Lawyer 
and Senior Lecturer, Liverpool Law Clinic, University of Liverpool); Huw and Lal Davies (Davies 
Community Films); Jeremy Marshall (Law Lecturer and E-learning specialist, University of Liverpool).

Keep all of your personal details (name, address, age etc) private

Joining our reference group




Want to be part of our reference group? There are only two things you need to be involved:

To have experience of being involved in a legal case in the last 3 years

To be between 13 and 18 years old

As part of the reference group you will be asked to attend three 2 or 3 hour face-to-face meetings 
in Durham or Liverpool over the next 2 years, allow us to film or audio-record the meetings, and help 
us to decide on the format and content of the training materials. 

What will we do in return for your help?

Listen to you and act on your advice where possible. If we do not act on your advice we will explain why

Pay for all of your travel and food when you come to meetings

Pay you £7.20 an hour per face-to-face meeting






Looking after your interests
You are free to leave the project at any time if you change your mind. We will destroy any contributions 
that you have already made to the project  if you do not wish us to use them. You will not be asked to pay 
back any of the money you have received from us.

If during the project you have any concerns or would like to make a complaint about the way you have 
been treated you can email Helen Stalford at stalford@liv.ac.uk. If after contacting Helen you are still 
worried about any part of the project and would like to speak to somebody else you can email the 
University of Liverpool Research Governance Officer at ethics@liv.ac.uk. Your concerns will be dealt with 
quickly and your details will not be given to anyone without your consent.
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